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I am a combined degree student earning a BFA and a BS in biology. As someone 

pursuing a career in medicine, I try to simplify my studies, and thus my life, by looking 

at where these disciplines of science and visual arts talk to one another. 

 

The work I’ve made 

One of my primary mediums is books. As someone who takes a rather catholic view of 

what a book can be, it’s a great way to play between mediums and set up this dialogue of 

information, technique, and approach that I am trying to make. 

 

The Fistula 

This book is based on the writing and legacy of J Marion Sims, and the subsequent 

spiral of discussion his work has created into this contemporary moment. It is also 

about the three enslaved women who were his primary experimental subjects—Lucy, 

Betsey, and Anarcha—as well as the white women he also treated.  

 

Astragalii 

Fortune-telling is a tool which humans have used for millennia to try to at least pretend 

to control that which cannot be predicted or controlled—illness and death. This book 

takes the form of knucklebones, human talus bones, which have been used across 

ancient cultures for this purpose (and later as dice and jacks).  

 

Foreign Body  

The human body is a beautifully complex and incredible sight, and a surgeon will see it 

in an incredible intimate way which the patient probably will not. The counter to this 

almost sacred experience is what brings someone under the knife—sometimes it’s just 

the product of self-inflicted dumb curiosity. 

 

Lung and Liver 

The connections between different organs, and bodily systems, can be unexpected and 

strangely close. The lungs and liver talk to one another constantly to stretch, secrete, 

absorb, and process various functions of the body. 

 

Stages of Wound Healing 

This book closely investigates the carefully choreographed sequence of events which 

begins with an assault on the body and finishes as the recursive reworking of scar tissue.  
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IL-6 and IL-10 (cytokines mediating inflammation) 
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